
One Solution for the 
Entire C-Store Operation

Management and Visibility Over Every Sale

Delivering excellent customer experiences in the store, at the prepared foods counter, 
and at the fuel pump while managing diverse inventory is too complex for many 

convenience store point of sale (POS) systems. But not for LOC. Our software solutions 
empower c-stores to create a total POS and back-office system with features for every 

part of the operation. LOC C-store solutions are also easy to deploy and make data 
accessible for reporting and smart decision-making. 

LOC’s ThriVersA suite of software modules gives C-stores the flexibility to build a single store 
management system that streamlines workflows and reporting. 

ThriVersA Fuel allows operators to 
manage non-branded fuel sales 
from within LOC’s point of sale 

system – at a fraction of the cost of 
other systems. It generates real-time 
reporting for compliance and visibility 

into fuel volumes and pricing. 

Fuel
LOC offers the industry’s most flexible 

loyalty rewards solution, allowing 
c-stores to choose from a wide range of 
different programs. ThriVersA Loyalty 
also integrates with grocery or other 

partner programs for cross-promotions 
that build store traffic and revenues. 

Loyalty
Configure self-service ordering 

at prepared foods with ThriVersA 
Self-Service. Hardware-agnostic 

LOC allows stores to create small-
footprint kiosks that keep lines short 

and immediately communicate 
orders to the kitchen. 

Self-Service

Easy Implementation and Enhanced CX
“The transition was effortless, with minimal training required, and most importantly, 

our customers found the system easy to use.”

— Holley’s Piggly Wiggly
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https://www.locsoftware.com


What Sets LOC Apart 
LOC is designed with businesses’ success in mind, ensuring managers have the data 

and insights they need to operate a profitable, growing business.

Managers can configure all device screens, even for different parts of the store, 
centrally and deploy them across the operation. Managers can also monitor and 
control settings for IT hardware and peripheral devices. 

System Setup

LOC is designed for efficient transactions, whether the customer is purchasing fuel, 
ordering to-go foods, lottery tickets, store items, or any combination. LOC also 
supports all payment types, including contactless and mobile wallet. 

500+ Function Point of Sale Software

LOC gives c-store operators total control of their data, deciding where it resides and 
how to configure reports. Managers can choose between report templates or easily 
create reports from pivot tables. 

Data Tables and Data Exchange

LOC Software gives C-store teams access to POS functionality on any device, so 
they can complete transactions, update information, and access data anywhere in 
the store.

Browser-Based Software

Managers responsible for multiple locations can access store-level data from any 
location. LOC enables purchasing, transferring inventory, and calculating pricing for 
all stores centrally and pushes updates to all stores.
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